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The Imagine Learning Español LessonGuide for Kindergarten gives you an at-a-glance reference for
the content of each lesson in the Imagine Learning Español curriculum.

This guide lists the individual activities contained in a particular lesson and groups them by their focus
skill—one of literacy, letters, reading vocabulary, oral vocabulary, songs, syllables, or culture. The
following information is included for each activity:

Section Description

Activity
type

This section displays the activity type. There are three types of activity that exist within each
focus skill:

l Instruction activities, which introduce new concepts, skills, and practices.

l Practice activities, which help students to review, use, and master the concepts,
skills, and practices they have learned.

l Assessment activities, which test students' abilities to demonstrate understanding,
retention, and mastery of what they have learned.

Activity
name

This section displays the activity name, both in English and in Spanish.

Learning
objective

This section states the teaching purpose of the activity. The learning objectives are
different, depending on the focus skill and activity type.

What
students
do

This section includes a short synopsis of the activity from the student's perspective.

Skills This includes information about the skills the activity helps the students acquire. Skills often
include letters, sounds, reading comprehension, vocabulary words, and syllables.
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LE
S
S
O
N
S Lesson 1: "O"

Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter O

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra O

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and
sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that
starts with the letter.

Skills O

Letters and Aliens: Letter O

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra O

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time
runs out.

Skills O

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter O

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra O

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills O

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will
encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills mom, rose, table

(la mamá, la rosa, la mesa)

Lesson 1: "O" 3



Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills mom, rose, table

(la mamá, la rosa, la mesa)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills

4 Lessons



Lesson 2: "o"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter o

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra o

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills o

Letters and Aliens: Letter o

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra o

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills o

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter o

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra o

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills o

Literacy

My First Books: Librito de la o

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Librito de la o

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review the vowel, its sound, and how to form it. Students also review vocabulary words that
start with the vowel.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Vowel sound: /o/

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills

Lesson 2: "o" 5



Lesson 3: "A"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter A

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra A

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills A

Letters and Aliens: Letter A

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra A

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills A

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter A

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra A

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills A

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters O, A

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras O, A

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills O, A

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Mi nueva casa

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Mi nueva casa

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a girl says goodbye to old things and experiences new things as she moves with her family to a
new home.

Skills Vocabulary: greetings

6 Lessons



Educational Notes: Title

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Título

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the title of a book and where to find it.

Skills Comprehension: title (título)

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Mi nueva casa

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Mi nueva casa

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of title.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of title as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: title (título)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Family

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Familia

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills Family (Familia)

Vocabulary Drop: Family

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Familia

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills Family (Familia)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills mom, rose, table, dad, brother, sister

(mamá, papá, hermano, hermana, la rosa, la mesa,)

Lesson 3: "A" 7



Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills

8 Lessons



Lesson 4: "a"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter a

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra a

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills a

Letters and Aliens: Letter a

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra a

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills a

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter a

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra a

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills a

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters o, a

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras o, a

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills o, a

Literacy

My First Books: Librito de la a

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Librito de la a

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review the vowel, its sound, and how to form it. Students also review vocabulary words that
start with the vowel.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Vowel sound: /a/

Lesson 4: "a" 9



Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills

10 Lessons



Lesson 5: "E"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter E

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra E

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills E

Letters and Aliens: Letter E

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra E

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills E

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter E

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra E

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills E

Art with a Purpose: Letters E, A, O

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras E, A, O

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills O, A, E

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters O, A, E

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras O, A, E

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills O, A, E

Lesson 5: "E" 11



Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Un hermanito nuevo

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Un hermanito nuevo

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a young girl shares her feelings about having a new baby brother.

Skills Vocabulary: feelings

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Mi nueva casa

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Mi nueva casa

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of title.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of title as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: title (título)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills toad, soup, sofa

(el sapo, la sopa, el sofá)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills toad, soup, sofa

(el sapo, la sopa, el sofá)

12 Lessons



Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills

Lesson 5: "E" 13



Lesson 6: "e"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter e

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra e

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills e

Letters and Aliens: Letter e

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra e

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills e

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter e

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra e

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills e

Art with a Purpose: Letters e, a, o

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras e, a, o

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills o, a, e

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters o, a, e

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras o, a, e

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills o, a, e
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Literacy

My First Books: Librito de la e

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Librito de la e

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review the vowel, its sound, and how to form it. Students also review vocabulary words that
start with the vowel.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Vowel sound: /e/

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills

Lesson 6: "e" 15



Lesson 7: "I"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter I

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra I

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills I

Letters and Aliens: Letter I

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra I

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills I

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter I

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra I

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills I

Art with a Purpose: Letters I, E, A

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras I, E, A

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills A, E, I

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters O, A, E, I

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras O, A, E, I

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills O, A, E, I

16 Lessons



Literacy

Tell Me a Story: La semana de las frutas

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: La semana de las frutas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a monkey gathers fruit to make a meal.

Skills Vocabulary: days of the week

Educational Notes: Author

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Autor

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the author of a book and where to find his or her name.

Skills Comprehension: author (autor)

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Mi nueva casa

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: La semana de las frutas

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of author.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of author as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: author (autor)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Animals

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Animales

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills Animals (Animales)

Vocabulary Drop: Animals

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Animales

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills Animals (Animales)

Lesson 7: "I" 17



Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills toad, soup, sofa, bird, fish, rabbit

(el sapo, la sopa, el sofá, el pájaro, el pez, el conejo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills

18 Lessons



Lesson 8: "i"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter i

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra i

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills i

Letters and Aliens: Letter i

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra i

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills i

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter i

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra i

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills i

Art with a Purpose: Letters i, e, a

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras i, e, a

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills a, e, i

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters o, a, e, i

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras o, a, e, i

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills o, a, e, i

Lesson 8: "i" 19



Literacy

My First Books: Librito de la i

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Librito de la i

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review the vowel, its sound, and how to form it. Students also review vocabulary words that
start with the vowel.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Vowel sound: /i/

Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills

20 Lessons



Lesson 9: "U"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter U

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra U

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills U

Letters and Aliens: Letter U

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra U

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills U

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter U

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra U

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills U

Art with a Purpose: Letters U, I, E

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras U, I, E

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills E, I, U

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters O, A, E, I, U

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras O, A, E, I, U

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills O, A, E, I, U

Lesson 9: "U" 21



Literacy

Tell Me a Story: ¿Puedes hacer esto?

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: ¿Puedes hacer esto?

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

Children in this story do silly tricks and invite the students to participate.

Skills Vocabulary: parts of the body

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: ¿Puedes hacer esto?

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: ¿Puedes hacer esto?

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of author.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of author as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: author (autor)

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 1

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 1

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills mom, dad, brother, sister, rose, table, rabbit, fish, bird, soup

(mamá, papá, hermano, hermana, la rosa, la mesa, el conejo, el pez, el pájaro, la sopa)

Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills

22 Lessons



Lesson 10: "u"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter u

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra u

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills u

Letters and Aliens: Letter u

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra u

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills u

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter u

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra u

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills u

Art with a Purpose: Letters u, i, e

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras u, i, e

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills e, i, u

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters o, a, e, i, u

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras o, a, e, i, u

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills o, a, e, i, u
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Literacy

My First Books: Librito de la u

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Librito de la u

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review the vowel, its sound, and how to form it. Students also review vocabulary words that
start with the vowel.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Vowel sound: /u/

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 11: Review 1
Literacy

My First Books: Repaso a, e, i, o, u

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso, a, e, i, o, u

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review each of the vowels, their sounds, and how to form them. Students also review
vocabulary words that start with the vowels.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills a, e, i, o, u

Tell Me a Story: ¡No, no Rosita!

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: ¡No, no Rosita!

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a boy follows his baby sister around the house as he tries to keep her out of trouble.

Skills Vocabulary: rooms in the house

Educational Notes: Retelling

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Relatar

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about how to retell a story, including the beginning, the middle, and the end.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Retelling the Story: No, no Rosita!

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: No, no Rosita!

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)
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Lesson 12: "S"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter S

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra S

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills S

Letters and Aliens: Letter S

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra S

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills S

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter S

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra S

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills S

Art with a Purpose: Letters S, U, I

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras S, U, I

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills S, U, I

Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: sol, rey, gato, pato

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: sol, rey, gato, pato

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills sol, rey, gato, pato
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Syllable Counting Practice: yak, mano, nariz, cama, lata, jabón, mil

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: yak, mano, nariz, cama, lata, jabón, mil

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills yak, mano, nariz, cama, lata, jabón, mil

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills toucan, map, magnifying glass

(el tucán, el mapa, la lupa)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills toucan, map, magnifying glass

(el tucán, el mapa, la lupa)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills
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Lesson 13: "s"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter s

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra s

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills s

Letters and Aliens: Letter s

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra s

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills s

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter s

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra s

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills s

Art with a Purpose: Letters s, u, i

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras s, u, i

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills s, u, i

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: sa, se, si, so, su

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: sa, se, si, so, su

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su
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Syllable Automaticity: sa, se, si, so, su

Spanish name Velosílabas: sa, se, si, so, su

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su

Spicy Syllables: sa, se, si, so, su

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: sa, se, si, so, su

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su

Syllable Chants: sa, se, si, so, su

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: sa, se, si, so, su

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su

Syllable Recorder Quiz: sa, se, si, su

Spanish name Grabasílabas: sa, se, si, su

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills sa, se, si, su

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra S

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra S

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: tiene, un, están
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My Word Notebook: Letra S

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra S

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: salta, y, están

My First Books: Letra S

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra S

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /s/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra S

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra S

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter S

Retelling the Story: Letra S

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra S

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills
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Lesson 14: "M"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter M

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra M

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills M

Letters and Aliens: Letter M

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra M

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills M

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter M

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra M

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills M

Art with a Purpose: Letters M, S, U

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras M, S, U

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills S, M, U

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters S, M

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras S, M

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills S, M
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Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: flor, pez, boca y foca

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: flor, pez, boca y foca

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills flor, pez, boca y foca

Syllable Counting Practice: tren, pera, vaso, tos, cubo, voz, ñu

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: tren, pera, vaso, tos, cubo, voz, ñu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills tren, pera, vaso, tos, cubo, voz, ñu

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Las cosas que me gustan

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Las cosas que me gustan

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, the character shares the things she likes and asks the student to think about what they like, too.

Skills Vocabulary: favorite things (activities and objects)

Educational Notes: Main theme

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Tema

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the main theme and how to identify it in a story.

Skills Comprehension: main theme (tema)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Las cosas que me gustan

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Las cosas que me gustan

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main theme (tema)
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Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills wolf, moon, rock

(el lobo, la luna, la roca)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills wolf, moon, rock

(el lobo, la luna, la roca)

Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 15: "m"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter m

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra m

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills m

Letters and Aliens: Letter m

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra m

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills m

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter m

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra m

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills m

Art with a Purpose: Letters m, s, u

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras m, s, u

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills s, m, u

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters s, m

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras s, m

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills s, m
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Syllable Automaticity: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Spicy Syllables: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Syllable Chants: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ma, me, mi, mu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ma, me, mi, mu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ma, me, mi, mu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra M

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra M

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words:muy, de, que

My Word Notebook: Letra M

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra M

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: es, amorosa, muy

My First Books: Letra M

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra M

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /m/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra M

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra M

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter M

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra M

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra M

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic
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Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Commands 1

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Frases imperativas 1

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills Stand up, Sit down, Take out your books, Make a line

(párense, siéntense, saquen sus libros, hagan una fila)

Vocabulary Drop: Commands 1

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Frases imperativas 1

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills Stand up, Sit down, Take out your books, Make a line

(párense, siéntense, saquen sus libros, hagan una fila)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills toucan, map, magnifying glass, wolf, moon, rock, take out your books, sit down, stand up, make a line

(el tucán, el mapa, la lupa, el lobo, la luna, la roca, saquen sus libros, siéntense, párense, hagan una fila)

Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills
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Lesson 16: "L"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter L

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra L

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills L

Letters and Aliens: Letter L

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra L

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills L

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter L

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra L

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills L

Art with a Purpose: Letters L, M, S

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras L, M, S

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills L, M, S

Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: gol, mar, piña, niñ

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: gol, mar, piña, niña

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills gol, mar, piña, niña
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Syllable Counting Practice: mes, mago, vaca, rey, torre, león, chip

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: mes, mago, vaca, rey, torre, león, chip

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills mes, mago, vaca, rey, torre, león, chip

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills lion, shovel, pick

(el león, la pala, el pico)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills lion, shovel, pick

(el león, la pala, el pico)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 17: "l"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter l

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra l

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills l

Letters and Aliens: Letter l

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra l

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills l

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter l

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra l

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills l

Art with a Purpose: Letters l, m, s

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras l, m, s

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills l, m, s

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: la, le, li, lo, lu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: la, le, li, lo, lu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu
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Syllable Automaticity: la, le, li, lo, lu

Spanish name Velosílabas: la, le, li, lo, lu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu

Spicy Syllables: la, le, li, lo, lu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: la, le, li, lo, lu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu

Syllable Chants: la, le, li, lo, lu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: la, le, li, lo, lu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: la, le, lo, lu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: la, le, lo, lu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills la, le, lo, lu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra L

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra L

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: viene, son, muchas
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My Word Notebook: Letra L

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra L

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: come, verdes, muchas

My First Books: Letra L

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra L

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /l/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra L

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra L

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter L

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra L

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra L

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of title and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of title and main topic as they respond to multiple
choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: title (título), main topic (tema)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 18: "P"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter P

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra P

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills P

Letters and Aliens: Letter P

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra P

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills P

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter P

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra P

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills P

Art with a Purpose: Letters P, L, M

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras P, L, M

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills L, P, M

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters L, P

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras L, P

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills L, P
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Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: col, sal, paleta, galleta

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: col, sal, paleta, galleta

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills col, sal, paleta, galleta

Syllable Counting Practice: clip, tela, payaso, gris, nube, dinero, ballena

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: clip, tela, payaso, gris, nube, dinero, ballena

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills clip, tela, payaso, gris, nube, dinero, ballena

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Visitando a mi abuelita

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Visitando a mi abuelita

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a girl counts items she packs for a trip to Grandma's house.

Skills Vocabulary: numbers 1-5, clothing

Educational Notes: Character

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Personaje

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the characters in a story.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Visitando a mi abuelita

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Visitando a mi abuelita

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of character.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of character as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje)
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Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills tiger, milk, cup

(el tigre, la leche, la taza)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills tiger, milk, cup

(el tigre, la leche, la taza)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 19: "p"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter p

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra p

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills p

Letters and Aliens: Letter p

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra p

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills p

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter p

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra p

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills p

Art with a Purpose: Letters p, l, m

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras p, l, m

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills l, p, m

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters l, p

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras l, p

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills l, p
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Syllable Automaticity: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Spanish name Velosílabas: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Spicy Syllables: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Syllable Chants: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: pe, pi, po, pu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: pe, pi, po, pu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills pe, pi, po, pu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra P

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra P

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: del, mira, en

My Word Notebook: Letra P

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra P

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: hace, tesoro, con

My First Books: Letra P

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra P

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /p/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra P

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra P

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter P

Retelling the Story: Letra P

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra P

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)
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Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra P

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra P

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of character.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of character as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Adjectives 1 - Colors

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Adjetivos 1 - Colores

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills green, red, blue, white

(verde, rojo, azúl blanco)

Vocabulary Drop: Adjectives 1 - Colors

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Adjetivos 1 - Colores

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills green, red, blue, white

(verde, rojo, azúl blanco)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills lion, shovel, beak, tiger, milk, cup, green, red, white, blue

(el león, la pala, el pico, el tigre, la leche, la taza, verde, rojo, blanco, azúl)

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 20: Review 2
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Review S, M, L, P, s, m, l, p

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Repaso S, M, L, P, s, m, l, p

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills S, M, L, P, s, m, l, p

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 2

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 2

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills lion, white, moon, milk, cup, take out your books, green, sit down, red, stand up

(el león, blanco, la luna, la leche, la taza, saquen sus libros, verde, siéntense, rojo, párense)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Sound Song

Spanish name Canciones: Sonidos del abecedario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that presents the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.

Skills

Culture

Cultural Snapshots: Spain

Spanish name Semillas culturales: España

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including information about
geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods.

What students do Students learn important information about Spain, its people, and culture.

Skills
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Lesson 21: "T"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter T

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra T

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills T

Letters and Aliens: Letter T

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra T

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills T

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter T

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra T

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills T

Art with a Purpose: Letters T, P, L

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras T, P, L

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills T, P, L

Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: pan, tren, conejo, espejo

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: pan, tren, conejo, espejo

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills pan, tren, conejo, espejo
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Syllable Counting Practice: sol, dedo, veleta, yema, cuchara, duranzo, volante

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: sol, dedo, veleta, yema, cuchara, duranzo, volante

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills sol, dedo, veleta, yema, cuchara, duranzo, volante

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills boy, otter, lake

(el niño, la nutria, el lago)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills boy, otter, lake

(el niño, la nutria, el lago)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills
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Lesson 22: "t"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter t

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra t

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills t

Letters and Aliens: Letter t

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra t

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills t

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter t

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra t

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills t, p, l

Art with a Purpose: Letters t, p, l

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras t, p, l

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills t, p, l

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ta, te, ti, to, tu
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Syllable Automaticity: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ta, te, ti, to, tu

Spicy Syllables: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ta, te, ti, to, tu

Syllable Chants: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ta, te, ti, to, tu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ta, te, ti, to, tu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ta, te, ti, tu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ta, te, ti, tu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ta, te, ti, tu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra T

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra T

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: agua, en, hace
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My Word Notebook: Letra T

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra T

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: agua, el, para

My First Books: Letra T

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra T

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /t/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra T

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra T

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter T

Retelling the Story: Letra T

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra T

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra T

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra T

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of character.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of character as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje)
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Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills
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Lesson 23: "N"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter N

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra N

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills N

Letters and Aliens: Letter N

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra N

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills N

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter N

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra N

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills N

Art with a Purpose: Letters N, T, P

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras N, T, P

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills T, N, P

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters T, N

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras T, N

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills T, N
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Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: casa, tina, gelatina, mandarina

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: casa, tina, gelatina, mandarina

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills casa, tina, gelatina, mandarina

Syllable Counting Practice: tuna, mochila, papalote, faro, manzana, zapato, chocolate

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: tuna, mochila, papalote, faro, manzana, zapato, chocolate

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills tuna, mochila, papalote, faro, manzana, zapato, chocolate

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Visitando el zoológico

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Visitando el zoológico

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a boy goes to the zoo and sees many interesting animals.

Skills Vocabulary: animals, sequence (first, after, then, later, finally)

Educational Notes: Setting

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Escenario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the setting in a story.

Skills Comprehension: setting (escenario)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Visitando el zoológico

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Visitando el zoológico

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of setting as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: setting (escenario)
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Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills pictures, seal, fair

(las fotos, la foca, la feria)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills pictures, seal, fair

(las fotos, la foca, la feria)

Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 24: "n"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter n

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra n

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills n

Letters and Aliens: Letter n

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra n

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills n

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter n

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra n

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills n

Art with a Purpose: Letters n, t, p

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras n, t, p

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills t, n, p

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters t, n

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras t, n

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills t, n
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills na, ne, ni, no, nu

Syllable Automaticity: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Spanish name Velosílabas: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills na, ne, ni, no, nu

Spicy Syllables: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills na, ne, ni, no, nu

Syllable Chants: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: na, ne, ni, no, nu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills na, ne, ni, no, nu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ne, ni, no, nu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ne, ni, no, nu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ne, ni, no, nu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra N

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra N

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: gusta, mucho, día

My Word Notebook: Letra N

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra N

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: nutria, linda, ama

My First Books: Letra N

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra N

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /n/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra N

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra N

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter N

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra N

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra N

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), setting (escenario)
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Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: My community

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Mi comunidad

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills doctor, fireman, teacher, policeman

(la doctora, el bombero, el maestro, el policía)

Vocabulary Drop: My community

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Mi comunidad

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills doctor, fireman, teacher, policeman

(la doctora, el bombero, el maestro, el policía)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills boy, otter, lake, photos, seal, fair, fireman, doctor, police officer, teacher

(el niño, la nutria, el lago, las fotos, la foca, la feria, el bombero, la doctora, el policía, la maestra)

Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills
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Lesson 25: "F"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter F

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra F

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills F

Letters and Aliens: Letter F

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra F

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills F

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter F

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra F

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills F

Art with a Purpose: Letters F, N, T

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras F, N, T

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills F, N, T

Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: moño, playa, caracoles, girasoles

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: moño, playa, caracoles, girasoles

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills moño, playa, caracoles, girasoles
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Syllable Counting Practice: mar, jirafa, teléfono, libro, cepillo, calabaza, estrellita

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: mar, jirafa, teléfono, libro, cepillo, calabaza, estrellita

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills mar, jirafa, teléfono, libro, cepillo, calabaza, estrellita

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills girl, peach, money

(la niña, el duranzo, el dinero)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills girl, peach, money

(la niña, el duranzo, el dinero)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 26: "f"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter f

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra f

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills f

Letters and Aliens: Letter f

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra f

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills f

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter f

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra f

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills f

Art with a Purpose: Letters f, n, t

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras f, n, t

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills f, n, t

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills fa, fe, fi, fo, fu
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Syllable Automaticity: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Spanish name Velosílabas: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Spicy Syllables: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Syllable Chants: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills fa, fe, fi, fo, fu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: fa, fe, fi, fo

Spanish name Grabasílabas: fa, fe, fi, fo

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills fa, fe, fi, fo

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra F

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra F

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: canta, quieren, ellos
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My Word Notebook: Letra F

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra F

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: una, quieren, falda

My First Books: Letra F

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra F

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /f/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra F

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra F

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter F

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra F

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra F

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of setting and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of setting and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: setting (escenario), main topic (tema)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 27: "D"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter D

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra D

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills D

Letters and Aliens: Letter D

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra D

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills D

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter D

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra D

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills D

Art with a Purpose: Letters D, F, N

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras D, F, N

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills F, D, N

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters F, D

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras F, D

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills F, D
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Syllables

Syllable Counting Intro: carro, perro, patineta, bicicleta

Spanish name Sílabas y aplausos: carro, perro, patineta, bicicleta

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students syllabic consciousness through music.

What students do Students learn to count syllables while singing a fun song.

Skills carro, perro, patineta, bicicleta

Syllable Counting Practice: gorra, saxofón, mariposa, toro, golosinas, zanahoria, vuvuzela

Spanish name Cuentasílabas: gorra, saxofón, mariposa, toro, golosinas, zanahoria, vuvuzela

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice their syllabic awareness by segmenting and counting syllables in words of different
lengths.

What students do Students segment and count syllables of the word.

Skills gorra, saxofón, mariposa, toro, golosinas, zanahoria, vuvuzela

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: El dragón vuela de nuevo

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: El dragón vuela de nuevo

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, Dragon soars all around until he finds himself in the middle of a storm.

Skills Vocabulary: general vocabulary

Educational Notes: Problem

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Problema

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the problem in a story.

Skills Comprehension: problem (problema)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: El dragón vuela de nuevo

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: El dragón vuela de nuevo

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of problem.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of problem as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: problem (problema)
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Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills frog, present, mouse

(la rana, el regalo, el ratón)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills frog, present, mouse

(la rana, el regalo, el ratón)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 28: "d"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter d

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra d

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills d

Letters and Aliens: Letter d

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra d

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills d

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter d

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra d

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills d

Art with a Purpose: Letters d, f, n

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras d, f, n

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills f, d, n

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters f, d

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras f, d

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills f, d
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: da, de, di, do, du

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: da, de, di, do, du

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills da, de, di, do, du

Syllable Automaticity: da, de, di, do, du

Spanish name Velosílabas: da, de, di, do, du

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills da, de, di, do, du

Spicy Syllables: da, de, di, do, du

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: da, de, di, do, du

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills da, de, di, do, du

Syllable Chants: da, de, di, do, du

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: da, de, di, do, du

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills da, de, di, do, du

Syllable Recorder Quiz: da, de, di, do

Spanish name Grabasílabas: da, de, di, do

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills da, de, di, do
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra D

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra D

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: quiere, dice, fue

My Word Notebook: Letra D

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra D

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: dinero, duranzo, que

My First Books: Letra D

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra D

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /d/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra D

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra D

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter D

Retelling the Story: Letra D

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra D

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)
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Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra D

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura : Letra D

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of problem and character.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of problem and character as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: problem (problema), character (personaje)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Adjectives 2 - Qualities

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Adjetivos 2 - Cualidades

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills intelligent, quick, friendly, strong

(lista, rápido, amable, fuerte)

Vocabulary Drop: Adjectives 2 - Qualities

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Adjetivos 2 - Cualidades

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills intelligent, quick, friendly, strong

(lista, rápido, amable, fuerte)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills girl, peach, money, frog, present, mouse, fast, ready, strong, nice

(la niña, el durazno, el dinero, la rana, el regalo, el ratón, rápido, lista, fuerte, amable)

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 29: Review 3
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Review T, N, F, D, t, n, f, d

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Repaso T, N, F, D, t, n, f, d

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills T, N, F, D, t, n, f, d

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 3

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 3

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills boy, girl, mouse, money, gift, strong, fast, doctor, police officer, teacher

(el niño, la niña, el ratón, el dinero, el regalo, fuerte, rápido, la doctora, el policía, la maestra)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Sound Song

Spanish name Canciones: Sonidos del abecedario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that presents the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.

Skills

Culture

Cultural Snapshots: Argentina

Spanish name Semillas culturales: Argentina

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including information about
geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods.

What students do Students learn important information about Argentina, its people, and culture.

Skills
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Lesson 30: "R"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter R

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra R

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills R

Letters and Aliens: Letter R

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra R

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills R

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter R

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra R

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills R

Art with a Purpose: Letters R, D, F

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras R, D, F

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills R, D, F

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills gorilla, cookies, candies

(el gorila, las galletas, las golosinas)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills gorilla, cookies, candies

(el gorila, las galletas, las golosinas)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills
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Lesson 31: "r"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter r

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra r

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills r

Letters and Aliens: Letter r

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra r

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills r

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter r

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra r

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills r

Art with a Purpose: Letters r, d, f

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras r, d, f

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills r, d, f

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru
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Syllable Automaticity: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spanish name Velosílabas: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spicy Syllables: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Syllable Chants: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra R

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra R

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: está, triste, grande
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My First Books: Letra R

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra R

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /r/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra R

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra R

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter R

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra R

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra R

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and problem.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and problem as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), problem (problema)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 1

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 1

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: tiene, es, y

My First Books: Repaso 1

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 1

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 1

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 1

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letters S, M, L, and P
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Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 1

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 1

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills
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Lesson 32: "G"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter G

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra G

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills G

Letters and Aliens: Letter G

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra G

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills G

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter G

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra G

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills G

Art with a Purpose: Letters G, R, D

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras G, R, D

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills R, G, D

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters R, G

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras R, G

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills R, G
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: ¿Qué pasaría si...?

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: ¿Qué pasaría si...?

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a boy imagines silly animals by asking what an animal would look like with another animal's
features.

Skills Vocabulary: animals

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: ¿Qué pasaría si...?

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: ¿Qué pasaría si...?

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills rabbit, pumpkin, house

(el conejo, la calabaza, la casa)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills rabbit, pumpkin, house

(el conejo, la calabaza, la casa)
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Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 33: "g"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter g

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra g

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills g

Letters and Aliens: Letter g

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra g

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills g

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter g

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra g

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills g

Art with a Purpose: Letters g, r, d

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras g, r, d

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills r, g, d

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters r, g

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras r, g

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills r, g
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ga, go, gu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ga, go, gu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ga, go, gu

Syllable Automaticity: ga, go, gu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ga, go, gu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ga, go, gu

Spicy Syllables: ga, go, gu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ga, go, gu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ga, go, gu

Syllable Chants: ga, go, gu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ga, go, gu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ga, go, gu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ga, go, gu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ga, go, gu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ga, go, gu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra G

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra G

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: dió, ricas, galante

My First Books: Letra G

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra G

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /g/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra G

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra G

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter G

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra G

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra G

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), setting (escenario)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 2

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 2

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: hace, falda, ama
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My First Books: Repaso 2

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 2

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 2

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 2

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letters T, N, F, and D

Retelling the Story: Repaso 2

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Repaso 2

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 2

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 2

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Shapes

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Figuras geométricas

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills square, circle, triangle, rectangle

(el cuadrado, el círculo, el triángulo, el rectángulo)
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Vocabulary Drop: Shapes

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Figuras geométricas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills square, circle, triangle, rectangle

(el cuadrado, el círculo, el triángulo, el rectángulo)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills gorilla, cookies, candy, rabbit, pumpkin, house, square, circle, triangle, rectangle

(el gorila, las galletas, las golosinas, el conejo, la calabaza, la casa, el cuadrado, el círculo, el triángulo, el
rectángulo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills
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Lesson 34: "C"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter C

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra C

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills C

Letters and Aliens: Letter C

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra C

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills C

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter C

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra C

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills C

Art with a Purpose: Letters C, R, G

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras C, R, G

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills C, R, G

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills button, shirt, bathroom

(el botón, la camisa, el baño)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills button, shirt, bathroom

(el botón, la camisa, el baño)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 35: "c"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter c

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra c

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills c

Letters and Aliens: Letter c

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra c

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills c

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter c

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra c

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills c

Art with a Purpose: Letters c, r, g

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras c, r, g

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills c, r, g

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ca, co, cu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ca, co, cu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ca, co, cu
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Syllable Automaticity: ca, co, cu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ca, co, cu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ca, co, cu

Spicy Syllables: ca, co, cu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ca, co, cu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ca, co, cu

Syllable Chants: ca, co, cu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ca, co, cu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ca, co, cu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ca, co, cu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ca, co, cu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ca, co, cu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra C

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra C

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: conejo, hambre, cuchara
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My First Books: Letra C

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra C

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /c/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra C

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra C

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter C

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra C

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra C

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), setting (escenario)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 3

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 3

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: y, muchas, quiere

My First Books: Repaso 3

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 3

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 3

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 3

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point
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Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 3

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 3

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 36: "B"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter B

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra B

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills B

Letters and Aliens: Letter B

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra B

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills B

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter B

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra B

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills B

Art with a Purpose: Letters B, C, G

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras B, C, G

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills C, B, G

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters C, B

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras C, B

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills C, B
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: El papalote de Lupita

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: El papalote de Lupita

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, Maggie flies a kite that lifts her off the ground.

Skills Vocabulary: general vocabulary

Educational Notes: Solution

Spanish name Notitas educativas: Solución

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students receive instruction about the setting in a story.

Skills Comprehension: solution (solución)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: El papalote de Lupita

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: El papalote de Lupita

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the solution to a problem in a story.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the solution to a problem in a story as they respond to multiple
choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: solution (solución)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills bow, doll, crib

(el moño, la muñeca, la cuna)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills bow, doll, crib

(el moño, la muñeca, la cuna)
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Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 37: "b"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter b

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra b

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills b

Letters and Aliens: Letter b

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra b

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills b

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter b

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra b

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills b

Art with a Purpose: Letters b, c, g

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras b, c, g

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills c, b, g

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters c, b

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras c, b

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills c, b
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Syllable Automaticity: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spicy Syllables: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Syllable Chants: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ba, be, bi, bo, bu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra B

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra B

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: busca, basura, baño

My First Books: Letra B

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra B

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /b/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra B

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra B

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter B

Retelling the Story: Letra B

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra B

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra B

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra B

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the solution to a problem in the story.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the solution to a problem as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: solution (solución)
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My Word Notebook: Repaso 4

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 4

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: tiene, muy, grande

My First Books: Repaso 4

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 4

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 4

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 4

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 4

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 4

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Adjectives 2 - Colors

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Adjetivos 2 - Colores

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills purple, pink, yellow, black

(morado, rosa, amarillo, negro)
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Vocabulary Drop: Adjectives 2 - Colors

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Adjetivos 2 - Colores

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills purple, pink, yellow, black

(morado, rosa, amarillo, negro)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills button, shirt, bathroom, bow, doll, cradle, purple, pink, yellow, black

(el botón, la camisa, el baño, el moño, la muñeca, la cuna, morado, rosa, amarillo, negro)

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 38: Review 4
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Review R, G, C, B, r, g, c, b

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Repaso R, G, C, B, r, g, c, b

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills R, G, C, B, r, g, c, b

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 4

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 4

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills shirt, bathroom, doll, house, square, circle, triangle, pink, yellow, black

(la camisa, el baño, la muñeca, la casa, el cuadrado, el círculo, el triángulo, rosa, amarillo, negro)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Sound Song

Spanish name Canciones: Sonidos del abecedario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that presents the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.

Skills

Culture

Cultural Snapshots: Mexico

Spanish name Semillas culturales: México

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including information about
geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods.

What students do Students learn important information about Mexico, its people, and culture.

Skills
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Lesson 39: "Ñ"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter Ñ

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra Ñ

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills Ñ

Letters and Aliens: Letter Ñ

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra Ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills Ñ

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter Ñ

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra Ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills Ñ

Art with a Purpose: Letters Ñ, B, C

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras Ñ, B, C

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills Ñ, B, C

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills giraffe, spider, toys

(la jirafa, la araña, los juguetes)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills giraffe, spider, toys

(la jirafa, la araña, los juguetes)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills
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Lesson 40: "ñ"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter ñ

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra ñ

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills ñ

Letters and Aliens: Letter ñ

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills ñ

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter ñ

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills ñ

Art with a Purpose: Letters ñ, b, c

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras ñ, b, c

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills ñ, b, c

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu
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Syllable Automaticity: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spicy Syllables: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Syllable Chants: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ña, ñe, ñi, ño, ñu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra Ñ

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra Ñ

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: largas, muñeca, pestañas
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My First Books: Letra Ñ

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra Ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /ñ/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Ñ

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra Ñ

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter Ñ

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Ñ

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra Ñ

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 5

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 5

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: hacen, qué, agua

My First Books: Repaso 5

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 5

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 5

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 5

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letters R, G, C, and B
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Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 5

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 5

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema), setting (escenario)

Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills
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Lesson 41: "J"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter J

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra J

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills J

Letters and Aliens: Letter J

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra J

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills J

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter J

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra J

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills J

Art with a Purpose: Letters J, Ñ, B

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras J, Ñ, B

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills Ñ, J, B

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters Ñ, J

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras Ñ, J

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills Ñ, J
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Perú

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Perú

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, the narrator guides the reader through important facts about Peru, while exploring the history,
people, animals, and culture.

Skills Vocabulary: country-specific features and related vocabulary

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Perú

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Perú

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills cow, deer, carrot

(la vaca, el venado, la zanahoria)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills cow, deer, carrot

(la vaca, el venado, la zanahoria)
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Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 42: "j"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter j

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra j

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills j

Letters and Aliens: Letter j

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra j

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills j

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter j

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra j

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills j

Art with a Purpose: Letters j, ñ, b

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras j, ñ, b

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills ñ, j, b

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters ñ, j

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras ñ, j

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills ñ, j
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Syllable Automaticity: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spanish name Velosílabas: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spicy Syllables: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Syllable Chants: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ja, je, ji, jo, ju

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ja, je, ji, jo, ju
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra J

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra J

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: jirafa, ejercicio, jabón

My First Books: Letra J

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra J

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /j/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra J

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra J

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter J

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra J

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra J

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 6

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 6

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: hacer, listo, ensalada
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My First Books: Repaso 6

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 6

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 6

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 6

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point

Retelling the Story: Repaso 6

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Repaso 6

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 6

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 6

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: The Seasons

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Estaciones del año

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills spring, summer, fall, winter

(primavera, verano, otoño, invierno)
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Vocabulary Drop: The Seasons

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Estaciones del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills spring, summer, fall, winter

(primavera, verano, otoño, invierno)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills giraffe, spider, toys, cow, deer, carrot, spring, summer, fall, winter

(la jirafa, la araña, los juguetes, la vaca, el venado, la zanahoria, la primavera, el verano, el otoño, el
invierno)

Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills
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Lesson 43: "V"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter V

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra V

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills V

Letters and Aliens: Letter V

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra V

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills V

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter V

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra V

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills V

Art with a Purpose: Letters V, J, Ñ

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras V, J, Ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills V, J, Ñ

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills mosquito, shoes, skunk

(el zancudo, los zapatos, el zorrillo)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills mosquito, shoes, skunk

(el zancudo, los zapatos, el zorrillo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 44: "v"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter v

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra v

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills v

Letters and Aliens: Letter v

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra v

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills v

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter v

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra v

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills v

Art with a Purpose: Letters v, j, ñ

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras v, j, ñ

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills v, j, ñ

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills va, ve, vi, vo, vu
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Syllable Automaticity: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spanish name Velosílabas: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spicy Syllables: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Syllable Chants: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills va, ve, vi, vo, vu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra V

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra V

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: ayuda, valiente, salva
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My First Books: Letra V

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra V

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /b/

Educational Notes: b, v

Spanish name Notitas educativas: b, v

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students learn that the letters b and v make the same sound in Spanish.

Skills Consonant sounds: /b/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra V

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra V

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter V

Retelling the Story: Letra V

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra V

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra V

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra V

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the solution to a problem in the story.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the solution to a problem as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: solution (solución)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 7

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 7

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: papel, tiene, qué
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My First Books: Repaso 7

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 7

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 7

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 7

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 7

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 7

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema), setting (escenario)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 45: "Z"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter Z

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra Z

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills Z

Letters and Aliens: Letter Z

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra Z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills Z

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter Z

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra Z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills Z

Art with a Purpose: Letters Z, V, J

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras Z, V, J

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills Z, V, J

Literacy

Tell Me a Story: ¿Será un monstruo?

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: ¿Será un monstruo?

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a brother and sister believe they see a monster as they camp in their backyard.

Skills Vocabulary: outdoors and camping
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Retelling the Story: ¿Será un monstruo?

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: ¿Será un monstruo?

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: ¿Será un monstruo?

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: ¿Será un monstruo?

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of setting and problem.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of setting and problem as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: setting (escenario), problem (problema)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills clown, beach, yo-yo

(el payaso, la playa, el yo-yo)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills clown, beach, yo-yo

(el payaso, la playa, el yo-yo)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 46: "z"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter z

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra z

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills z

Letters and Aliens: Letter z

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills z

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter z

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills z

Art with a Purpose: Letters z, v, j

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras z, v, j

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills z, v, j

Syllables

Syllable Pinball: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills za, ze, zi, zo, zu
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Syllable Automaticity: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spanish name Velosílabas: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spicy Syllables: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Syllable Chants: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills za, ze, zi, zo, zu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra Z

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra Z

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: nuevos, azules, feliz
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My First Books: Letra Z

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra Z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /s/

Educational Notes: s, z

Spanish name Notitas educativas: s, z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students learn that the letters s and z make the same sound in Spanish.

Skills Consonant sounds: /s/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Z

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra Z

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter Z

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Z

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra Z

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 8

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 8

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: hacer, con, este

My First Books: Repaso 8

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 8

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds
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Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 8

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 8

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point

Retelling the Story: Repaso 8

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Repaso 8

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 8

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 8

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Verbs 2

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Verbos 2

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills jumping, swimming, eating, sleeping

(saltando, nadando, comiendo, durmiendo)

Vocabulary Drop: Verbs 2

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Verbos 2

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills jumping, swimming, eating, sleeping

(saltando, nadando, comiendo, durmiendo)
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Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills mosquito, shoes, fox, clown, beach, yo-yo, jumping, swimming, eating, sleeping

(el zancudo, los zapatos, el zorillo, el payaso, la playa, el yo-yo, saltando, nadando, comiendo, durmiendo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 47: "Y"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter Y

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra Y

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills Y

Letters and Aliens: Letter Y

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra Y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills Y

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter Y

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra Y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills Y

Art with a Purpose: Letters Y, Z, V

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras Y, Z, V

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills V, Z, Y

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters V, Z, Y

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras V, Z, Y

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills V, Z, Y
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: ¿Dónde está Tiny?

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: ¿Dónde está Tiny?

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, a young girl searches for her dog.

Skills Vocabulary: prepositions

(detrás, debajo, al lado, en)

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: ¿Dónde está Tiny?

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: ¿Dónde está Tiny?

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the solution to a problem in a story.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the solution to a problem in a story as they respond to multiple
choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: problem and solution

(Comprensión: problema y solución)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills worm, book, armchair

(el gusano, el libro, el sillón)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills worm, book, armchair

(el gusano, el libro, el sillón)
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Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 48: "y"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter y

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra y

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills y

Letters and Aliens: Letter y

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills y

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter y

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills y

Art with a Purpose: Letters y, z, v

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras y, z, v

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills v, z, y

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters v, z, y

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras v, z, y

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills v, z, y
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Syllables

Syllable Pinball: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spanish name Rebote de sílabas: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to combine consonant and vowel sounds in order to form syllables.

What students do Students combine consonant and vowel sounds while playing pinball.

Skills ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Syllable Automaticity: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spanish name Velosílabas: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spicy Syllables: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spanish name Sílabas pica-pica: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students construct syllables and words by combining consonant and vowel sounds.

What students do Students construct syllables and words to feed a funny iguana spicy foods.

Skills ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Syllable Chants: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spanish name Sílabas musicales: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students review syllabication with different consonants contextualized in words containing the target
letters.

What students do Students sing along with puppets to review syllables with the target letter and see words that begin with the
same syllables.

Skills ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Syllable Recorder Quiz: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Spanish name Grabasílabas: ya, ye, yi, yo, yu

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize and construct target syllables by recording simple words. (Student
recordings are available for teacher evaluation.)

What students do Students read, complete, and record words that use the same syllables.

Skills ya, ye, yi, yo, yu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra Y

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra Y

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: playa, triste, puede

My First Books: Letra Y

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra Y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /y/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Y

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra Y

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter Y

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Y

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra Y

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), setting (escenario)

My Word Notebook: Repaso 9

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 9

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: días, festivos, desfile
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My First Books: Repaso 9

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 9

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 9

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 9

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with all consonants learned to this point

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 9

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 9

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills koala, pineapple, canteloup

(el koala, la piña, el melón)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills koala, pineapple, canteloup

(el koala, la piña, el melón)
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Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills worm, book, chair, koala, pineapple, melon

(el gusano, el libro, el sillón, el koala, la piña, el melón)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 49: Review 5
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Review V, Z, Y, ñ, j, v, z, y

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Repaso V, Z, Y, ñ, j, v, z, y

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills V, Z, Y, ñ, j, v, z, y

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 5

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 5

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills giraffe, spider, spring, summer, Fall, swimming, eating, book, beach, pineapple

(la jirafa, la araña, la primavera, el verano, el otoño, nadando, comiendo, el libro, la playa, la piña)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Sound Song

Spanish name Canciones: Sonidos del abecedario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that presents the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.

Skills

Culture

Cultural Snapshots: Venezuela

Spanish name Semillas culturales: Venezuela

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including information about
geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods.

What students do Students learn important information about Venezuela, its people, and culture.

Skills
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Lesson 50: "K"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter K

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra K

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills K

Letters and Aliens: Letter K

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra K

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills K

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter K

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra K

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills K

Art with a Purpose: Letters K, Y, Z

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras K, Y, Z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills K, Y, Z

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills baby, pear, spoon

(el bebé, la pera, la cuchara)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills baby, pear, spoon

(el bebé, la pera, la cuchara)

Songs

Songs Activity: Los Pollitos

Spanish name Canciones: Los Pollitos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a mother hen and her chicks.

Skills
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Lesson 51: "k"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter k

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra k

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills k

Letters and Aliens: Letter k

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra k

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills k

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter k

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra k

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills k

Art with a Purpose: Letters k, y, z

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras k, y, z

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills k, y, z

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ka, ke, ki, ko, ku
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra K

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra K

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: clases, después, gran

My First Books: Letra K

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra K

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /k/

Educational Notes: c, k

Spanish name Notitas educativas: c, k

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn about basic literary concepts, as well as key characteristics of the Spanish language that
affect its orthography and pronunciation.

What students do Students learn that the letters c and k make the same sound in Spanish.

Skills Consonant sounds: /c/, /k/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra K

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra K

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter K

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra K

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra K

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)
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My Word Notebook: Repaso 10

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Repaso 10

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: qué, está, hace

My First Books: Repaso 10

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Repaso 10

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students record a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words that they have learned.

Skills Consonant and vowel sounds

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 10

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Repaso 10

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letters Ñ, J, V, Z, and Y

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Repaso 10

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Repaso 10

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of main topic and setting as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema), setting (escenario)

Songs

Songs Activity: Cinco Elefantes

Spanish name Canciones: Cinco Elefantes

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song that tells the story of an elephant that likes to play with his friends on a
spider's web.

Skills
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Lesson 52: "W"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter W

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra W

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills W

Letters and Aliens: Letter W

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra W

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills W

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter W

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra W

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills W

Art with a Purpose: Letters W, K, Y

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras W, K, Y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills K, W, Y

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters K, W

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras K, W

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills K, W
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Guatemala

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Guatemala

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, the narrator guides the reader through important facts about Guatemala while playing a game
of "I Spy."

Skills Vocabulary: country-specific features and related vocabulary

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Guatemala

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Guatemala

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of author and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of author and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: author (autor), main topic (tema)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills chimpanzee, saxophone, backpack

(el chimpancé, el saxofón, la mochila)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills chimpanzee, saxophone, backpack

(el chimpancé, el saxofón, la mochila)
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Songs

Songs Activity: Upper Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 53: "w"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter w

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra w

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills w

Letters and Aliens: Letter w

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra w

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills w

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter w

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra w

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills w

Art with a Purpose: Letters w, k, y

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras w, k, y

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills k, w, y

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters k, w

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras k, w

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills k, w
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Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills wa, we, wi, wo, wu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letra W

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra W

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: juega, esta, cuál

My First Books: Letra W

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra W

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound: /w/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra W

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra W

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the letter W

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra W

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra W

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)
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Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Commands 2

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Frases imperativas 2

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills Pay attention, Raise your hand, Make a circle, Put away your books

(pongan atención, levanten la mano, formen un círculo, guarden sus libros)

Vocabulary Drop: Commands 2

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Frases imperativas 2

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills Pay attention, Raise your hand, Make a circle, Put away your books

(pongan atención, levanten la mano, formen un círculo, guarden sus libros)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills baby, pear, spoon, chimpanzee, saxophone, backpack, pay attention, form a circle, raise your hand, put
away your books

(el bebé, la pera, la cuchara, el chimpancé, el saxofón, la mochila, pongan atención, formen un círculo,
levanten la mano, guarden sus libros)

Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones: Pin Pon

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a traditional song about a cardboard doll.

Skills
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Lesson 54: "x"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter x

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra x

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills x

Letters and Aliens: Letter x

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra x

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills x

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter x

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra x

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills x

Art with a Purpose: Letters x, W, K

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras x, W, K

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills x, W, K

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills xa, xe, xi, xo, xu
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Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills car, donkey, tire

(el carro, el burro, la llanta)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills car, donkey, tire

(el carro, el burro, la llanta)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lower Case Vowel Song

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 55: "ch"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds II: Digraph ch

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos II: Dígrafo ch

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills ch

Letters and Aliens: Digraph ch

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Dígrafo ch

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills ch

Deep Sea ABCs: Digraph ch

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Dígrafo ch

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills ch

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letter x and Digraph ch

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letra x y dígrafo ch

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills x, ch

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills cha, che, chi, cho, chu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: chimpancés, escuela, practican

My First Books: Letras ch x

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letras ch x

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sounds: /ch/, /ks/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the digraph ch and the letter X

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Dígrafo ch y letra x

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of character and main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of character and main topic as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), main topic (tema)

Songs

Songs Activity: Days of the Week

Spanish name Canciones: Días de la semana

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the days of the week.

Skills
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Lesson 56: "rr"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds II: Digraph rr

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos II: Dígrafo rr

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills rr

Letters and Aliens: Digraph rr

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Dígrafo rr

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills rr

Deep Sea ABCs: Digraph rr

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Dígrafo rr

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills rr

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills rra, rre, rri, rro, rru
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: El Zunzuncito de Cuba

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: El Zunzuncito de Cuba

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

In this story, the narrator guides the reader through important facts about Cuba while searching for the
famous "zunzuncito."

Skills Vocabulary: country-specific features and related vocabulary

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Cuba

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Cuba

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concepts of main topic and author.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concepts of main topic and author as they respond to
multiple choice questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema), author (autor)

Reading vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills hippopotamus, ice cream, hammock

(el hipopótamo, el helado, la hamaca)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills hippopotamus, ice cream, hammock

(el hipopótamo, el helado, la hamaca)
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Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 57: "ll"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds II: Digraph ll

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos II: Dígrafo ll

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills ll

Letters and Aliens: Digraph ll

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Dígrafo ll

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills ll

Deep Sea ABCs: Digraph ll

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Dígrafo ll

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills ll

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Digraphs rr, ll

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Dígrafos rr, ll

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills rr, ll

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills lla, lle, lli, llo, llu
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Literacy

My Word Notebook: Digraphs ll, rr

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Dígrafos ll y rr

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: nuevo, quieren, pobre

My First Books: Dígrafos ll y rr

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Dígrafos ll y rr

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sounds: /rr/, /ll/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Dígrafos ll y rr

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Dígrafos ll y rr

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with the digraphs rr and ll

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Dígrafos ll y rr

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Dígrafos ll y rr

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' understanding of the concept of main topic.

What students do Students demonstrate their understanding of the concept of main topic as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: main topic (tema)

Retelling the Story: Dígrafos ll y rr

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Dígrafos ll y rr

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Comprehension: retelling (relatar)
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Oral vocabulary

Vocabulary Comics: Verbs 3

Spanish name Vocabulario cómico: Verbos 3

Activity type Introduction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, as well as their pronunciation and spelling, using visual scaffolding
and predictable text.

What students do Students learn new vocabulary words while they read cool comics.

Skills coloring, gluing, cutting (with scissors), writing

(coloreando, pegando, recortando, escribiendo)

Vocabulary Drop: Verbs 3

Spanish name Juego de palabras: Verbos 3

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills coloring, gluing, cutting (with scissors), writing

(coloreando, pegando, recortando, escribiendo)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills car, donkey, hippopotamus, ice cream, hammock, coloring, gluing, cutting, writing

(el carro, el burro, el hipopótamo, el helado, la hamaca, la llanta, coloreando, pegando, recortando,
escribiendo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 58: Review 6
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Review K, W, k, w, x, ch, rr, ll

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Repaso K, W, k, w, x, ch, rr, ll

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills K, W, k, w, x, ch, rr, ll

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment: Review 6

Spanish name Prueba de palabras: Repaso 6

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills car, spoon, hippopotamus, ice cream, backpack, pay attention, raise your hand, cutting, writing, coloring

(el carro, la cuchara, el hipopótamo, el helado, la mochila, pongan atención, levanten la mano, recortando,
escribiendo, coloreando)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Sound Song

Spanish name Canciones: Sonidos del abecedario

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that presents the sounds of the letters of the alphabet.

Skills

Culture

Cultural Snapshots: Puerto Rico

Spanish name Semillas culturales: Puerto Rico

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including information about
geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods.

What students do Students learn important information about Puerto Rico, its people, and culture.

Skills
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Lesson 59: "H"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter H

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra H

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills H

Letters and Aliens: Letter H

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra H

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills H

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter H

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra H

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills H

Art with a Purpose:H, x, W

Spanish name Letras y colores: H, x, W

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills H, x, W

ReadingVocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills fifteen, butter, cheese

(quince, la mantequilla, el queso)
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Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills fifteen, butter, cheese

(quince, la mantequilla, el queso)

Songs

Songs Activity: Lowercase Vowels

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales minúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 60: "h"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter h

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra h

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills h

Letters and Aliens: Letter h

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra h

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills h

Art with a Purpose: h, x, w

Spanish name Letras y colores: h, x, w

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills h, x, w

Syllables

Syllable Automaticity

Spanish name Velosílabas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills ha, he, hi, ho, hu

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letter H

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra H

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: echa, quita, aire
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My First Books: Letra H

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra H

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Letter H (the letter with no sound)

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letter H

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra H

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with letter H

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letter H

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra H

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), problem (problema), solution (solución)

Tell Me a Story: El Zunzuncito de Cuba

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento: Cuba

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

Skills Vocabulary: country-specific features and related vocabulary

Songs

Songs Activity: Months of the Year

Spanish name Canciones: Los meses del año

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the months of the year.

Skills
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Lesson 61: "Q"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter Q

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra Q

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills Q

Letters and Aliens: Letter Q

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra Q

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills Q

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter Q

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra Q

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills Q

Art with a Purpose: Letters Q, H, K

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras Q, H, K

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills Q, H, K

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters H, Q

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras H, Q

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills H, Q
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Guatemala

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

Skills Vocabulary: country-specific features and related vocabulary

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Rebus

Spanish name Palabras y sorpresas:

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students new vocabulary words, their pronunciation, and spelling. Students will encounter this
vocabulary again in the beginning reading books.

What students do Students color vocabulary words and use them in simple sentences.

Skills boots, magician, bed

(las botas, el mago, la cama)

Vocabulary Pictures

Spanish name Lluvia de palabras:

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading vocabulary. Students will encounter this vocabulary again in the beginning
reading books.

What students do Students identify pictures of vocabulary words in a word game.

Skills boots, magician, bed

(las botas, el mago, la cama)

Songs

Songs Activity: Uppercase Vowels

Spanish name Canciones: Vocales mayúsculas

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of the vowels.

Skills
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Lesson 62: "q"
Letters

ABC Shapes and Sounds: Letter q

Spanish name Las letras y sus sonidos: Letra q

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize uppercase and lowercase letter names, shapes, and sounds.

What students do Students see the letter, say the letter name, trace the letter shape, and hear a word that starts with the
letter.

Skills q

Letters and Aliens: Letter q

Spanish name Rescatando letras y marcianos: Letra q

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to free aliens from moon craters before time runs out.

Skills q

Deep Sea ABCs: Letter q

Spanish name Tesoro de letras submarinas: Letra q

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying letters and their sounds.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to gather underwater treasure.

Skills q

Art with a Purpose: Letters q, h, k

Spanish name Letras y colores: Letras q, h, k

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice the alphabet by coloring pictures and example words of previously learned letters.

What students do Students color pictures and example words of alphabet letters.

Skills q, h, k

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters h, q

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras h, q

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills h, q
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Syllables

Syllable Automaticity: que, qui

Spanish name Velosílabas: que, qui

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students build automaticity in identifying previously-learned syllables.

What students do Students identify the bird or fish with the correct syllable.

Skills que, qui

Literacy

My Word Notebook: Letter Q

Spanish name Anotando palabras frecuentes: Letra Q

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context sentences. This
activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis primeros libritos).

What students do Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, repeating
(recording), and using the words in a sentence.

Skills High-frequency words: quince, primero, después

My First Books: Letra Q

Spanish name Mis primeros libritos: Letra Q

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice by reading and listening to a story that emphasizes the use of syllables and words
that contain the consonant.

What students do Students interact with simple books that teach about letters.

Skills Consonant sound /k/

Decoding Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Q

Spanish name Conectando la lectura: Letra Q

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Decoding: syllables and words with letter Q

Comprehension Multiple Choice Questions: Letra Q

Spanish name Comprendiendo la lectura: Letra Q

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to decode syllables and words.

What students do Students demonstrate their ability to decode syllables and words as they respond to multiple choice
questions.

Skills Comprehension: character (personaje), title (título)
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Retelling the Story: Letra Q

Spanish name Ordenando la lectura: Letra Q

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to demonstrate reading comprehension.

What students do Students sequence key events of a story they have read.

Skills Retelling

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Drop

Spanish name Juego de palabras

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice developing automaticity in oral vocabulary.

What students do Students match the words and phrases they hear to the corresponding picture. They move up levels of
difficulty as they progress through this word game.

Skills reading, eating, playing, dancing

(leyendo, comiendo, jugando, bailando)

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills fifteen, butter, cheese, boots, magician, bed, reading, eating, playing, dancing

(quince, la mantequilla, el queso, las botas, el mago, la cama, leyendo, comiendo, jugando, bailando)

Songs

Songs Activity: ABC Letter Song

Spanish name Canciones: Abecedario mayúscula

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that introduces the name of each letter of the alphabet to reinforce learning the
letter names.

Skills
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Lesson 63: Review 7
Letters

Super Letter Lab Quiz: Letters H, h, Q, q, x, ch, rr, ll

Spanish name Súper laboratorio de letras: Letras H, h, Q, q, x, ch, rr, ll

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test the students' ability to recognize and identify specific alphabet letters.

What students do Students identify the correct alphabet letter to choose a head, body, legs, and arms to build their own
monster or robot.

Skills H, h, Q, q, x, ch, rr, ll

Vocabulary

Vocabulary Assessment

Spanish name Prueba de palabras

Activity type Assessment

Learning objective Test students' ability to recognize vocabulary words they have learned.

What students do Students match vocabulary words they have learned with corresponding pictures.

Skills yellow, eating, fish, square, winter, peach, raise your hand, rabbit, shoes, gift

(amarillo, comiendo, el pez, el cuadrado, el invierno, el durazno, levanten la mano, el conejo, los zapatos,
el regalo)

Songs

Songs Activity: Letter Sounds

Spanish name Canciones: Letras y sonidos

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen to a song that reinforces the learning of letter sounds.

Skills
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Kindergarten Review Lesson 1
Rhyming Intro:

Spanish name Rímas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize rhyming words.

What students do Students listen to an instructional video that teaches how to recognize rhymes.

Skills N/A

Rhyming Practice:

Spanish name Rímas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students will be able to identify words that rhyme.

What students do Student see a picture of a word and identify the word that rhymes.

Skills mesa, casa, estrella, castillo

Letters

Vowel Sounds Practice:

Spanish name Vocales práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students are given a word and identify the vowel sound they hear.

What students do Students listen for vowel sounds and identify them.

Skills o, u, a, e

Syllables

Syllable Matching Practice:

Spanish name Sílabas repaso

Activity type Review

Learning objective Review target syllables by matching them with example words that they hear.

What students do Students practice phonemic awareness: match first and last syllables with example words.

Skills so, lu, bí, ca

Phonics
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Blending Syllables Intro:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to blend syllables.

What students do Students demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) and blend
spoken phonemes to form syllables and words.

Skills sopa, mago, lago, papel

Blending Syllables Practice:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Practice blending syllables.

What students do Students combine syllables out loud and identify words that combine the syllables that they hear.

Skills pato, mono, lima, taza

Syllables

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su, ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills sa, se, si, so, su, ma, me, mi, mo, mu

Phonics
Blending Syllables Intro:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to blend syllables.

What students do Students demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) and blend
spoken phonemes to form syllables and words.

Skills cubo, rana, dedo, niña
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Blending Syllables Practice:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Practice blending syllables.

What students do Students combine syllables out loud and identify words that combine the syllables that they hear.

Skills torre, mula, nido, gato

Phonemic Awareness
Rhyming Intro:

Spanish name Rímas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize rhyming words.

What students do Students listen to an instructional video that teaches how to recognize rhymes.

Skills N/A

Rhyming Practice:

Spanish name Rímas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students will be able to identify words that rhyme.

What students do Student see a picture of a word and identify the word that rhymes.

Skills mapa, saco, roca, almeja

Letters

Vowel Sounds Practice:

Spanish name Vocales práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students are given a word and identify the vowel sound they hear.

What students do Students listen for vowel sounds and identify them.

Skills e, o, a, i
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Syllables

Syllable Matching Practice:

Spanish name Sílabas repaso

Activity type Review

Learning objective Help students practice phonemic awareness: match first and last syllables with example words.

What students do Students match target syllables with example words that they hear.

Skills ni, bo, pa, cu

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu, pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills la, le, li, lo, lu, pa, pe, pi, po, pu

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills sa, le, mi, po, mu, se, li, so, lu, pa

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills sa, le, mi, po, mu, se, li, so, lu, pa
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Kindergarten Review Lesson 2
Phonemic Awareness
Rhyming Intro:

Spanish name Rímas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize rhyming words.

What students do Students listen to an instructional video that teaches how to recognize rhymes.

Skills N/A

Rhyming Practice:

Spanish name Rímas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students will be able to identify words that rhyme.

What students do Student see a picture of a word and identify the word that rhymes.

Skills globo, ratón, erizo, caracol

Letters

Vowel Sounds Practice:

Spanish name Vocales práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students are given a word and identify the vowel sound they hear.

What students do Students listen for vowel sounds and identify them.

Skills e, o, u, i

Syllables

Syllable Matching Practice:

Spanish name Sílabas repaso

Activity type Review

Learning objective Review target syllables by matching them with example words that they hear.

What students do Students practice phonemic awareness: match first and last syllables with example words.

Skills to, pa, li, be
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Phonics
Blending Syllables Intro:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to blend syllables.

What students do Students demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) and blend
spoken phonemes to form syllables and words.

Skills leche, jabón, dinero, rábano

Blending Syllables Practice:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Practice blending syllables.

What students do Students combine syllables out loud and identify words that combine the syllables that they hear.

Skills piña, tuna, gallina, ballena
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Syllables

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru, da, de, di, do, du

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills ra, re, ri, ro, ru, da, de, di, do, du
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Phonics
Blending Syllables Intro:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to blend syllables.

What students do Students demonstrate understanding of spoken words, syllables, and sounds (phonemes) and blend
spoken phonemes to form syllables and words.

Skills dona, baño, galletas, jícama

Blending Syllables Practice:

Spanish name Combinación de sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Practice blending syllables.

What students do Students combine syllables out loud and identify words that combine the syllables that they hear.

Skills zorro, yema, mochila, tapete
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Phonemic Awareness
Rhyming Intro:

Spanish name Rímas introducción

Activity type Instruction

Learning objective Teach students how to recognize rhyming words.

What students do Students listen to an instructional video that teaches how to recognize rhymes.

Skills N/A

Rhyming Practice:

Spanish name Rímas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students will be able to identify words that rhyme.

What students do Student see a picture of a word and identify the word that rhymes.

Skills gato, conejo, barco, pelota
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Letters

Vowel Sounds Practice:

Spanish name Vocales práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Students are given a word and identify the vowel sound they hear.

What students do Students listen for vowel sounds and identify them.

Skills o, a, e, i
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Syllables

Syllable Matching Practice:

Spanish name Sílabas repaso

Activity type Review

Learning objective Help students practice phonemic awareness: match first and last syllables with example words.

What students do Students match target syllables with example words that they hear.

Skills to, pa, li, be

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills ga, go, gu, ca, co, cu, ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills ga, go, gu, ca, co, cu, ba, be, bi, bo, bu

Single Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice identifying single syllables.

What students do Students practice automaticity in identifying syllables and click the syllables that they hear as quickly as they
can.

Skills ca, de, bi, do, cu, ga, be, ri, co, gu

Multiple Syllable Recognition:

Spanish name Sílabas práctica avanzada

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice recognizing multple syllables.

What students do Students correctly identify the syllables they hear, in the order that they hear them.

Skills ca, de, bi, do, cu, ga, be, ri, co, gu
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Literacy

Tell Me a Story: Enrique y sus once hermanos

Spanish name Cuéntame un cuento

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they listen to stories
in picture-book format.

What students do Students listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to explore
and learn new vocabulary.

Skills once, aleta, esconderse, ancla
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Songs

Songs Activity: Pin Pon

Spanish name Canciones

Activity type Practice

Learning objective Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, letters, sounds, and
important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of the year, etc.).

What students do Students listen and sing along with a song to reinforce vocabulary.

Skills N/A
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OVERVIEW 
The Imagine Learning Español Lesson Guide gives you an at-a-glance reference for the content of 
each lesson in the Imagine Learning Español curriculum.  

This guide lists the individual activities contained in a particular lesson and groups the lessons by unit. 
Each lesson is divided into three days of content. The following information is included for each activity: 

Section Description 

Activity 
Type 

This section displays the activity type. There are three types of activities that exist within 
each focus skill: 

 Instruction activities, which introduce new concepts, skills, and practices.

 Practice activities, which help students to review, use, and master the concepts,
skills, and practices they have learned.

 Review activities, which test students' abilities to demonstrate understanding,
retention, and mastery of what they have learned.

Activity 
Name 

This section displays the activity name, in Spanish. 

Learning 
Objective 

This section states the teaching purpose of the activity. The learning objectives are 
different, depending on the focus skill and activity type. 

What 
Students 
Do 

This section includes a short synopsis of the activity from the student’s perspective. 

Skills This includes information about the skills the activity helps the students acquire. Skills often 
include letters, sounds, reading comprehension, vocabulary words, and syllables. 
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Unit 1: The Sea 

Lesson 1 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: Enrique y sus once hermanos 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills Once, aleta, esconderse, ancla 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills Once, aleta, esconderse, ancla 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 
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What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills Once, aleta, esconderse, ancla 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change when the pronoun changes, and practice conjugation. 

Skills -ar verbs, Yo and Tú 

Syllable Blending Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to blend syllables to form words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to combine syllables to form words. 

Skills once, noche, enchufe, ángulo 

Syllable Blending Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice combining syllables to form words, both out loud and on the page. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to connect syllables to form words. 
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Skills onda, nopal, antena, nariz 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills presentar 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing the vowel, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills an, en, in, on, un 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

an, en, in, on, un 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills an, en, in, on, un 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills ancho 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills an, en, in, on, un 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills an, en, in, on, un 

Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills 
 

encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, spelling, 
repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills tengo, tres, gusta 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills 
 

tengo, tres, gusta, y 
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Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills tengo, gusta, antenas, once 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills antenas, ensalada, once, tengo, tres, gusta 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Yo and Tú 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills Once, aleta, esconderse, ancla 

Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Real information vs. a fictional story 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key characteristics. 

Skills 
 

N/A 
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Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Real information vs. a fictional story 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key features. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: Enrique y sus once hermanos 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 
 

Once, aleta, esconderse, ancla 
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Song: En el agua clara 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change when the pronoun changes, and practice conjugation. 

Skills -ar verbs, Yo and Tú 

Classifying Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A clasificar práctica! 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to classify words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort words into categories based on shared characteristics. 

Skills Classifying by color (red and white) 
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Lesson 2 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: Almejas gigantes 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills almejas gigantes, caparazón, algas, coral 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills almejas gigantes, caparazón, algas, coral 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills almejas gigantes, caparazón, algas, coral 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Nosotros and Ustedes 

Syllable Blending Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to blend syllables to form words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to combine syllables to form words. 

Skills alga, lata, alce, olmeca 

Syllable Blending Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice combining syllables to form words, both out loud and on the page. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to connect syllables to form words. 

Skills 
 

alta, lima, antifaz, almeja 
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Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills proteger 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills al, el, il, ol, ul 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 
 

al, el, il, ol, ul 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills al, el, il, ol, ul 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills hueso 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills al, el, il, ol, ul 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills ol, ul, lo, lu 

Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills 
 

encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 
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Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills pelícano, delfín, coral, pingüino 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills pelícano, coral, dolphin, penguin 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills pelícano, delfín, coral, pingüino 
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High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills mira, quiere, una 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills mira, quiero, una, tengo 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills 
 

quiere, una, almeja, sol 
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Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills almeja, sol, alma, alcachofa, mira, quiere 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Nosotros and Ustedes 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills almejas gigantes, caparazón, algas, coral 

Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Fictional characters vs. real people 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key characteristics. 

Skills 
 

N/A 
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Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Fictional characters vs. real people 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key characteristics. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: almejas gigantes 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 
 

almejas gigantes, caparazón, algas, coral 
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Song: En el agua clara 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Nosotros and Ustedes 
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Lesson 3 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: El erizo de mar 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills erizo de mar, espinas, comida, vecino 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills erizo de mar, espinas, comida, vecino 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills erizo de mar, espinas, comida, vecino 

Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills parasol, guardacosta, aguamala 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills parasol 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills 
 

-ar verbs, El and Ella 
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Syllable Blending Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to blend syllables to form words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to combine syllables to form words. 

Skills árbol, rana, arpa, barco 

Syllable Blending Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice combining syllables to form words, both out loud and on the page. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to connect syllables to form words. 

Skills arco, once, arbusto, ardilla 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills 
 
 

respirar 
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Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills ar, er, ir, or, ur 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills ar, er, ir, or, ur 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 
 

ar, er, ir, or, ur 
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Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills peligroso 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills ar, er, ir, or, ur 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills er, re, ir, ri 

Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills 
 

encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills guardacostas 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills 
 
 

aguamala 
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High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills en, veo, cinco 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills en, veo, cinco, quiere 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills 
 

veo, cinco, ardilla, barcos 
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Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills ardilla, árbol, barcos, mar, veo, cinco 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, El and Ella 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills erizo de mar, espinas, comida, vecino 

Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Illustrations vs. photos or graphs 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key characteristics. 

Skills 
 

N/A 
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Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Illustrations vs. photos or graphs 

Fiction and Nonfiction Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice distinguishing fiction from nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort books into two categories, fiction and nonfiction, based on key characteristics. 

Skills N/A 

Fiction and Nonfiction Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción Review 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

Skills 
 
 

N/A 
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Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills Characters, information, and images 

Listen to a Story: El erizo de mar 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills erizo de mar, espinas, comida, vecino 

Song: En el agua clara 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills 
 

N/A 
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Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, El and Ella 

Classifying Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A clasificar práctica! 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to classify words as belonging to categories. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort words into categories based on shared characteristics. 

Skills Classifying by color (yellow and green) 

Compound Words Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to form compound words. 

Skills 
 
 

parasol, guardacosta, aguamala 
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Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills parasol, guardacostas, aguamala 

Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills parasol, guardacosta, aguamala 
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Lesson 4 

Day 1 

Story Map Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. This tutorial gives general info about 
what a story map is. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: La princesa y la estrella 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills Estrella, cielo, rey, enfadado  

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills  

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills estrella, cielo, rey, enfadado 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Ellos and Ellas 

Syllable Blending Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to blend syllables to form words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to combine syllables to form words. 

Skills 
 

isla, estufa, silla, estrella 
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Syllable Blending Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Combinación de sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice combining syllables to form words, both out loud and on the page. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to connect syllables to form words. 

Skills espina, sopa, espejo, escoba 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills tamaño 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills 
 
 

as, es, is, os, us 
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Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills as, es, is, os, us 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills as, es, is, os, us 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills descubrir 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills as, es, is, os, us 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills os, so, us, su 

Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills 
 

encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 
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High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills vio, hay, detrás 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills vio, hay, detrás, cinco 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills 
 

hay, detrás, estrella, escoba 
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Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills estrella, espejo, escoba, vio, hay, detrás 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Ellos and Ellas 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills estrella, cielo, rey, enfadado 

Fiction and Nonfiction Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción Review 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

Skills N/A 

Fiction and Nonfiction Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the differences between fiction and nonfiction books, and how to identify 
them by key features. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify fiction and nonfiction books by their key features. 

Skills 
 

Characters, information, and images 
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Fiction and Nonfiction Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Ficción y no ficción Review 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to identify fiction and nonfiction books. 

Skills N/A 

Story Map Introduction: Characters 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches students about the 
concept of characters. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: La princesa y la estrella 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 
 

Estrella, cielo, rey, enfadado 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character 

Song: En el agua clara 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 

Conjugation Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

A conjugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to conjugate regular Spanish verbs. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the letters that change depending on the pronoun and practice conjugating the 
infinitive for regular verbs. 

Skills -ar verbs, Ellos and Ellas 
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Unit 1 Review 
Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills La aleta, esconderse, el ancla, la almeja, las algas 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, delante de, detrás de, debajo de 

Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, delante de, detrás de, debajo de 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills 
 
 

pelican, vagón, delfín, rock 
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Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills pelícano, delfín, coral, pingüino 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills pelican, vagón, delfín, rock 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills 
 
 

el coral, el erizo de mar, la espina, el vecino, enfadado 
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Cultural Activity 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Semillas culturales 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including 
information about geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students learn important information about Colombia, its people, and culture. 

Skills Colombia  
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Unit 2: Things I like 

Lesson 5 
 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: Pilar y la luna 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills luna, rompecabezas, astronauta, telescopio 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills luna, rompecabezas, astronauta, telescopio 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 
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Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills luna, rompecabezas, astronauta, telescopio 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills próximo 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills pla, ple, pli, plo, plu 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 
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What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills pla, ple, pli, plo, plu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills pla, ple, pli, plo, plu 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills información 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills pla, ple, pli, plo, plu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills cla, cle, cli, clo, clu 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills 
 

planeta, astronauta, telescopio, cometa 
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Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills planeta, astronauta, telescope, comet 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills planeta, astronauta, telescopio, cometa 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills 
 

juega, mucho, era 
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High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills juega, mucho, era, detrás 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills juega, era, pulpo, planeta 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills pulpo, playa, planeta, plata, juega, era 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills la luna, el rompecabazas, el astronauta, el telescopio 

Story Map Introduction: Setting 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches the concept of 
setting. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: Pilar y la luna 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills 
 

la luna, el rompecabazas, el astronauta, el telescopio 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting 

Song: Tengo una muñeca 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 

Classifying Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A clasificar práctica! 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to classify words as belonging to categories. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort words into categories based on shared characteristics. 

Skills Classifying food and clothing 
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Lesson 6 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: El misterio de la bicicleta nueva 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills bicicleta, examinar, pista, semilla 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills bicicleta, examinar, pista, semilla 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills bicicleta, examinar, pista, semilla 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills pedir permiso 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills cla, cle, cli, clo, clu 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

cla, cle, cli, clo, clu 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills cla, cle, cli, clo, clu 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills igual 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills cla, cle, cli, clo, clu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gla, gle, gli, glo, glu 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills 
 

helicóptero, bote, tren, motocicleta 
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Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills helicóptero, bote, train, motorcycle 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills helicóptero, bote, tren, motocicleta 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills 
 

encontró, ahí, con 
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High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills encontró, ahí, con, juega 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills encontró, ahí, clavel, calma 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills clara, clavel, clarinete, calma, encontró, ahí 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills bicicleta, examinar, pista, semilla 

Story Map Introduction: Problem 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches the concept of the 
main problem in a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: El misterio de la bicicleta nueva 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills 
 

bicicleta, examinar, pista, semilla 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem 

Song: Tengo una muñeca 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 
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Lesson 7 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: Quiero jugar como Garrincha 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills Gol, desanimado, entrenar, error 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills Gol, desanimado, entrenar, error 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills Gol, desanimado, entrenar, error 

Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills pasatiempo, trabalenguas, baloncesto 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills pasatiempo 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills 
 

error 
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Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills gla, gle, gli, glo, glu 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gla, gle, gli, glo, glu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 
 

gla, gle, gli, glo, glu 
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Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills rendirse 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gla, gle, gli, glo, glu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gla, gal, glo, gol, glu 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills 
 

trabalenguas  
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Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills baloncesto  

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills habla, gustaría, azul 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills 
 

habla, gustaría, azul, encontró 
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Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills habla, gustaría, globo, inglés 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills iglú, inglés, globo, habla, gustaría, azul 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills Gol, desanimado, entrenar, error 

Story Map Introduction: Plot 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches students about the 
plot of a story, and its beginning, middle, and end. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: Quiero jugar como Garrincha 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 

Gol, desanimado, entrenar, error 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot 

Song: Tengo una muñeca 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 

Classifying Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A clasificar práctica! 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to classify words as belonging to categories. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort words into categories based on shared characteristics. 

Skills 
 

Classifying by sky and land 
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Compound Words Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to form compound words. 

Skills pasatiempo, trabalenguas, baloncesto 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills pasatiempo, trabalenguas, baloncesto 

Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills pasatiempo, trabalenguas, baloncesto 
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Lesson 8 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: ¡A bailar flamenco! 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills flamenco, festival, triste, aplaudir  

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills flamenco, festival, triste, aplaudir 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills flamenco, festival, triste, aplaudir 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills tradición 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills fla, fle, fli, flo, flu 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

fla, fle, fli, flo, flu 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills fla, fle, fli, flo, flu 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills audencia 
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Day 2 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills fla, fle, fli, flo, flu 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills fle, fel, flo, fol, flu 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills ella, hace, tiene 
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High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills ella, hace, tiene, gustaría 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills hace, tiene, falda, flores 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills falda, flores, flamingo, flacas, ella, tiene 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills flamenco, festival, triste, aplaudir 

Story Map Introduction: Solution 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches about the solution to 
a problem in a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: ¡A bailar flamenco! 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills 
 

flamenco, festival, triste, aplaudir 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot, Solution 

Song: Tengo una muñeca 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Canciones 

Learning 
Objective 

Let students listen to a traditional song while they learn basic concepts, such as rhyme, 
letters, sounds, and important vocabulary words (numbers, days of the week, months of 
the year, etc.). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students listen to a traditional song. 

Skills N/A 
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Unit 2 Review 
Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills la semilla, examinar, desanimado, la espina dorsal, aplaudir 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de  

Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 
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Skills lejos de, cerca de, dentro de, fuera de 

Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills lejos de, cerca de, dentro de, fuera de 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills encima de, debajo de, detrás de, delante de 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills 
 

rat, astronaut, rosa motocicleta 
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Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruct 
ion 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills planeta, astronauta, telescopio, cometa 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills rat, astronaut, rosa motocicleta 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills 
 
 

el rompecabezas, la pista, famoso, sorprender, el festival 
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Compound Words Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to form compound words. 

Skills parasol, guardacosta, aguamala, pasatiempo 
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Unit 3: Animals 
 

Lesson 9 
 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: La gripa del grillo Gregorio 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills guitarra, gripa, grulla, garganta 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills guitarra, gripa, grulla, garganta 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 
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Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills guitarra, gripa, grulla, garganta 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills instrumento 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills gra, gre, gri, gro, gru 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 
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What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gra, gre, gri, gro, gru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gra, gre, gri, gro, gru 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills instrucciones 
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Day 2 

Deleting Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Quitando sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words in preparation for 
phonological awareness assessments. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words. 

Skills sol, co, pu, mo 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills gra, gre, gri, gro, gru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

gra, gar, gru, gur, gri 
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Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills 
 

grandes, amigos, fue 
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High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills grandes, amigos, fue, hace 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills grandes, amigos, grillo, tigre 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills garza, tigre, grillo, grandes, peligrosa, amigos 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills guitarra, gripa, grulla, garganta 

Story Map Introduction: Central Message 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches what a central 
message is and how to identify it. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: La gripa del grillo Gregorio 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 

guitarra, gripa, grulla, garganta 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot, Solution 

Classifying Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A clasificar práctica! 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to classify words as belonging to categories. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Sort words into categories based on shared characteristics. 

Skills Classifying animals (swim or walk) 
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Lesson 10 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: El paseo del osito 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills aburrido, tronco, divertido, veloz 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills aburrido, tronco, divertido, veloz 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills aburrido, tronco, divertido, veloz 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills explorar 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills tra, tre, tri, tro, tru 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

tra, tre, tri, tro, tru 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills tra, tre, tri, tro, tru 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills aventura 
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Day 2 

Deleting Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Quitando sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words in preparation for 
phonological awareness assessments. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words. 

Skills cor, for, va, pa 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills tra, tre, tri, tro, tru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

tre, ter, tri, tir, tru 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills limpio, baila, nueva 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills 
 

limpio, baila, nueva, amigos 
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Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills limpio, baila, nueva, tortuga 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills traje, tortuga, tribu, estrella, limpio, nueva 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills aburrido, tronco, divertido, veloz 

Story Map Introduction: Retelling 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. This tutorial teaches how to retell a story, 
using the plot. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: El paseo del osito 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 

aburrido, tronco, divertido, veloz 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot, Solution, Central Message 
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Lesson 11 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: El perro y el cocodrilo (Fable) 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills sediento, ladrando, reptil, lágrima 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills sediento, ladrando, reptil, lágrima 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills sediento, ladrando, reptil, lágrima 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills orilla 

Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills dra, dre, dri, dro, dru 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

dra, dre, dri, dro, dru 
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Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills dra, dre, dri, dro, dru 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills prudente 
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Day 2 

Deleting Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Quitando sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words in preparation for 
phonological awareness assessments. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words. 

Skills pla, ta, bo, da 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills dra, dre, dri, dro, dru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

dra, dar, dri, dir, dre 
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Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills 
 
 

cebra, tigre, elefante, camello 
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Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills cebra, camello, elephant, tiger 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills cebra, tigre, elefante, camello 

High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills 
 

primero, después, muy 
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High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills primero, después, muy, nueva 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills primero, después, ladra, drama 

Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills ladrón, ladra, drama, primero, después, ver 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills sediento, ladrando, reptil, lágrima 

Story Map Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: El perro y el cocodrilo (Fable) 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills 
 

sediento, ladrando, reptil, lágrima 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot, Solution, Central Message 
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Lesson 12 

Day 1 

Listen to a Story: La leyenda del colibrí (Qechua legend) 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 

Skills selva, colibrí, incendio, valiente 

Reading Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills selva, colibrí, incendio, valiente 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 
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Skills selva, colibrí, incendio, valiente 

Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills saltamontes, picaflor, espantapájaros 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills saltamontes 

Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills 
 

Tierra 
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Syllables Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form syllables using consonants and vowels. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn how to form syllables by changing vowels, and identify syllables by their vowel 
sounds. 

Skills bra, bre, bri, bro, bru 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills bra, bre, bri, bro, bru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 
 

bra, bre, bri, bro, bru 
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Academic Vocabulary Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario académico introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to recognize and read academic vocabulary words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to academic vocabulary words and record themselves saying them. 

Skills razón 
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Day 2 

Deleting Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Quitando sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words in preparation for 
phonological awareness assessments. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words. 

Skills no, ta, col, lla 

Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills bra, bre, bri, bro, bru 

Syllables Advanced Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Sílabas práctica avanzada 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop further automaticity in identifying syllables. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify syllables they hear. 

Skills 
 

bre, ber, bri, bir, bru 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills picaflor 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills 
 
 

espantapájaros 
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High-Frequency Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to read and quickly recognize high-frequency words presented in context 
sentences. This activity prepares students to read the basic stories in My First Books (Mis 
primeros libritos). 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words by hearing, 
spelling, repeating (recording), and using the words in a sentence. 

Skills frío, siempre, pasea 

High-Frequency Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras Frecuentes práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students to practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students practice reading and quickly recognizing high-frequency words. 

Skills frío, siempre, pasea, después 

Reading Preparation Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Preparación para leer 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they 
hear. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice reading vocabulary words and matching them to the words they hear. 

Skills 
 

siempre, pasea, colibrí, febrero 
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Time to Read 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

¡A leer! 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students develop reading fluency and accuracy. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Read and record individual words and sentences. 

Skills colibrí, febrero, culebra, Brasil, frío, siempre 
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Day 3 

Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills selva, colibrí, incendio, valiente 

Story Map Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students the main sections of a story map. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Learn to identify the main sections of a story map. 

Skills N/A 

Listen to a Story: La leyenda del colibrí (Qechua legend) 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cuéntame un cuento 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice reading and learn comprehension and additional vocabulary as they 
listen to stories in picture-book format. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to and interact with a book. They can move the cursor over words and illustrations to 
explore and learn new vocabulary. 
 

Skills 
 

selva, colibrí, incendio, valiente 
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Story Map Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Mapa del cuento práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice answering questions related to a story map (character, plot, 
problem, etc.) and identify key pieces of a story. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice answering questions about key pieces of a story (character, plot, problem, etc.). 

Skills Character, Setting, Problem, Plot, Solution, Central Message 

Compound Words Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to form compound words. 

Skills saltamontes, picaflor, espantapájaros 

Compound Words Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice forming compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Form compound words by piecing together their parts. 

Skills 
 
 

saltamontes, picaflor, espantapájaro 
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Compound Words Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students how to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to words and then place them together to create compound words.  

Skills saltamontes, picaflor, espantapájaros 
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Unit 3 Review 
Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills la gripa, la garganta, el tronco, divertido, el incendio 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Prepositions Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Familiarize students with various prepositional phrases. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify objects hiding throughout a classroom based on prepositional phrases given as 
clues. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 
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Prepositions Practice 

Activity 
Type 

instruction 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students use prepositional phrases in practical applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Place objects throughout a classroom based on instructions given using prepositional 
phrases. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Prepositions Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Frases de lugar prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to recognize prepositional phrases and use them in practical 
applications by placing objects around a classroom. 

Skills a la derecha, a la izquierda, entre, al lado de 

Deleting Syllables Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Quitando sílabas práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words in preparation for 
phonological awareness assessments. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Practice deleting initial and final syllables in Spanish words. 

Skills 
 
 

mo, cor, lla, ta 
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Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills helicopter, family telescopio, doctor 

Cognates Introduction 

Activity 
Type 

Instruct 
ion 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados introducción 

Learning 
Objective 

Teach students to identify English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the same 
thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Play a matching game with English and Spanish words.  

Skills cebra, tigre, elefante, camello 

Cognates Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Cognados práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying English and Spanish words that are similar, that mean the 
same thing. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Identify the English cognate of Spanish words.  

Skills 
 
 

helicopter, family telescopio, doctor 
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Reading Vocabulary Practice 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Vocabulario de lectura práctica 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students practice identifying the meaning of vocabulary words found in books that are 
read to them. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Listen to vocabulary words individually and in a sentence, then repeat them out loud. 

Skills aburrido, sediento, el reptil, las lágrimas, la jungla 

Compound Words Review 

Activity 
Type 

Review 

Activity 
Name 

Palabras compuestas prueba 

Learning 
Objective 

Assess student’s ability to form compound words. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Demonstrate ability to form compound words. 

Skills guardacosta, parasol, baloncesto, trabalenguas 

Cultural Activity 

Activity 
Type 

Practice 

Activity 
Name 

Semillas culturales 

Learning 
Objective 

Help students learn important cultural aspects of Spanish-speaking countries, including 
information about geography, vegetation and wildlife, and traditional foods. 

What 
Students 
Do 

Students learn important information about Perú, its people, and culture. 

Skills Perú 
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